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The Fungal Village –
Heddon-on-the-Wall
Heddon-on-the-Wall in
Northumberland is the 
centre of an on-going 
conservation project that
has actively involved the
local community and 
the British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers
(BTCV). Derelict land has
been converted into a
wildlife garden (the Heddon
Butterfly) surrounded by a
wildflower meadow. Nearby
is the village common that
overlooks the river Tyne.

As a regular weekend 
volunteer for BTCV I have
often talked to other volun-
teers and visitors about my
‘regular job’. As this involves
environmental microbiology,
I have explained that micro-
organisms can play a 
highly beneficial, and
indeed essential role in 
the environment, occur in
immense numbers and
diversity, and not all micro-
biologists are interested 
in ‘cloning Molly the multi-
ply-drug-resistant rabbit
that lives in supermarket
cheese’.

Macrofungi are a highly visible and accessible group 
of micro-organisms and the principles behind their 
examination are broadly the same (and incur the same 
difficulties) as other micro-organisms. Also, in contrast 
to other European cultures, the UK is particularly fungi-
phobic, and there are mainly negative perceptions of their
roles (e.g. the name toadstools).

With fungi as the focus, we decided to run a weekend 
of events in October to promote the environmental 

importance of micro-organisms to the villagers of
Heddon-on-the-Wall. Suggesting the name ‘The Fungal
Village’ provoked an interesting response! Nevertheless,
the participants and location proved ideal, a mixture 
of ages and backgrounds who explored the vast diversity
of micro-organisms in their area. The weekend of 
informative fungal fun involved talks, walks, educational
activities for the young (and young-at-heart) and a good
time for all. All that remained was the weather…

…Which was brilliant for the entire time!! Several weeks of
warm(ish), wet weather was followed by a bright sunny
autumnal weekend that brought out plenty of fungi and,
more importantly, visitors to the fungal village.

Friday night kicked off with talks about the significance
and role of micro-organisms in the environment. This 
was followed by an introduction to fungi and how to 
collect and observe them responsibly from an expert 
field mycologist, Mariano
Quintana of Madrid.

Saturday dawned bright 
and crisp and we all awoke
refreshed, particularly those
who were interviewed by
BBC Radio North at 0730
prompt! A large group 
gathered at a local plant-
ation to have guided fungal
walks led by Mariano
Quintana and Gordon
Rutter (from Edinburgh).
The group was deliberately
divided in two and visited
either a mainly coniferous
or deciduous area. After 
wandering around about
500 m from the car park in 2 hours we lunched on 
mushroom soup and returned to the ‘laboratory’.

The lab for the weekend was the W.I. hall fitted with 
two microscopes (kindly loaned by the University of
Newcastle upon Tyne). Our groups examined their 
fungal collections and followed a number through the
(sometimes tortuous) identification process. This included
introducing them to systematics, keys and looking at 
the microscopic features of the fungi (using spore prints
and the microscopes). However, before that we all took
part in ‘Toadstool or Tree’, a game being trialled by our 
visiting British Mycological Society education officer, 
Sue Assinder. This required lots of running about in circles
and even more brain power – this was a problem for 
the event organizer! Other young persons’ activities in 
the afternoon included how the mushroom got its spots
and painting a fungal habitat.

Pheww!!! After all this hard work we needed to relax. No
chance! The BTCV volunteers prepared a barbecue and
broth supper for all participants. About 40 people came
out to enjoy the excellent food, drink and conversation.

Sunday once again dawned bright and crisp, and we
awoke refreshed, particularly those who had been 
drinking the real ale the previous evening.

‘What’s on Your Patch?’ was a guided walk to discover 
the diversity of fungi on the village common. As on the
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ABOVE:
Heddon-on-the-Wall butterfly
haven and some of the participants
(top) and participants in the ‘Build
a Tree’ game (bottom).

RIGHT (CENTRE):
A young participant proudly
displays his find (centre) and two
ladies colouring in fungal habitats
in the W.I. hall (bottom).
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Saturday, the people were
split into two groups and
taken around the common
in, looking at either mainly
mixed woodland or a small
meadow area. Once again,
everyone (even the mycol-
ogists) was impressed by
the fungal diversity, with
more than 50 species found
in about 2 hours. After
lunch a choice of events
was available: further 
identification using micro-
scopes; a mycological 
treasure hunt, where clues
were traced by following
the mycelia (if one didn’t get
entrapped in it); and paint-
ing banners to illustrate the
fungal life cycle. The group
game was ‘Build a Tree’ where members were used to
construct a tree trunk, tap root, xylem, bark, roots and
associated mycorrhizal fungi that all made various noises
when happy. There’s nothing quite like group silliness to
prove a point.

On Sunday evening we all parted, after a highly enjoyable
weekend. Everyone was amazed by the diversity of fungi,
even in ‘their backyard’, and had acquired an understanding
of the processes and problems of fungal identification.
Above all, the weekend brought people of all ages and
backgrounds together to learn about microbiology in the
environment. After such overwhelming enthusiasm we
have started to ensure that the Fungal Village is not an
isolated event and it will be repeated next year.

● P.S. So that was it?
No way! 72 hours after the
Fungal Village, five able 
volunteers travelled (at their
own expense!) to the Sierra
Guadarrama mountains
north of Madrid, Spain, to
continue their mycological
training in a different 
environment.
● Dr Mike Milner is
carrying out research into
the molecular microbial
ecology of in situ
bioremediation in NRG
Fossil Fuels, University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Tel. 0191 285 1999; Fax
0191 222 6669; email
m.g.milner@ncl.ac.uk

SGM Public Understanding of
Science Awards
If you are planning any projects to promote the public
understanding of microbiology then SGM may be able
to help you. Grants of up to £1,000 are available to fund
appropriate activities. Applications are considered on a
first come, first served basis. The current funding year
runs from January to December 2001.

See SGM website for details and an application form.

LEFT:
Young mycologists with their model
Amanitas (top) and the microscopy
lab (bottom).

CENTRE RIGHT:
Inside identification at the W.I. hall.

BOTTOM LEFT:
A fungal foray with Gordon Rutter
(top) and a typical scene inside the
W.I. hall (bottom).
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We usually get to the station at about 5.30 pm every
Sunday, in theory giving us half an hour to organize the
material and select music for the show, before we go live
on air at 6.00 pm. In practice, somebody is usually late, the
photocopier is usually out of paper and nobody knows the
weather forecast.

If you’d asked me at the beginning of 1999 what I saw
myself doing in the forthcoming new millennium, probably
the last thing I’d have said would have been presenting a
science show on local radio every Sunday evening. Like
most of these things the show began as a series of lucky
coincidences. A couple of us who had been involved with
presentations during National Science Week were invited
along to a local radio station to talk about science for 
an hour or so. It had been intended to be a one-off 
appearance, but the show went so well that we left with 
an invitation to appear weekly, as guests on a weekday
evening show. We worked our way through every single
interesting biomedical topic that we could think of. 
We tackled brain disorders, gene therapy, the microbial
world, and even sexually transmitted infections and 
contraception. The show on contraception was extremely
popular, but almost got us into trouble. By that time, as an
experiment, we were also being broadcast live on cable
television, as well as radio, and we had filled the studio
with every conceivable kind of contraceptive (kindly sup-
plied by Addenbrooke’s Hospital genito-urinary medicine
clinic). Interestingly, viewer and listener surveys revealed
that for that show our most substantial TV audience 
was in Harlow, Essex (a phenomenon that remains 
unexplained, but is open to interpretation!), and more
shockingly, that a staggering 55,000 people were tuning
in to the show each week.

At about this time it occurred to me that, since the show
had been very popular and there was an obvious niche for
a product like it in Cambridge, it might be possible to
obtain some sponsorship so we could set ourselves up
with our own dedicated science show, giving us the 
freedom to improve and develop the concept without the
constraints of having to fit in as guests on someone else’s
show.

As luck would have it, the Biotechnology and Biological
Science Research Council (BBSRC) launched a 

new grant scheme to fund 
ventures into public under-
standing of science and
were inviting applicants to
apply for awards of up to
£10,000 to help put their
ideas into action. I put the
idea to the radio station and
after endless meetings and
phone calls we eventually
had a deal. They promised
us an hour-long Sunday
evening slot, at a very 
reasonable rate, subject to
us raising the necessary
sponsorship. We then wrote
the world’s fastest grant
application, submitted it to
the research council, and
went home for Christmas. 

In January 2000 we received news that we had been
awarded a grant of £7,000. The radio station were pretty
shocked – I don’t think they really believed we would 
get the money, but on Sunday 27th February the
ScienceWorld show was launched.

We begin each show with a news round up of the weeks’
discoveries, publications, innovations and inventions. We
play popular chart music between items, run a competition
and phone-in throughout the show and feature a special
live guest interview, including recently James Watson, 
Sir Alec Jeffreys and Richard Dawkins. The material,
which we write ourselves, is gleaned from journals, news-
papers, periodicals (including Microbiology Today!) and
the internet.

The success of the show stems from the fact that we keep
the science simple and humorous, and intersperse the
talking with popular chart music, generating an accessible
broadcast that appeals to a broad spectrum of listeners.
Also, as far as we know, ScienceWorld is the only dedicated
science show to be broadcast on a commercial radio 
station in the UK.

In a short space of time we have had to make the transi-
tion from medical and PhD students to DJs which has
involved learning how to run all the gadgetry required to
‘drive’ the show and make it sound good. It’s not easy to
talk intelligently whilst you are watching the clock, cueing
the next song, adjusting the mic levels and monitoring 
the backing music, but if the listener figures are anything
to go by, we’re definitely getting there. The skills we have
learned have also proved surprisingly useful in the lab,
providing the perfect training in giving talks and presenta-
tions, working under pressure and in good time-keeping !
Doing the show live is an enormous buzz, mainly because
you know that when you push up the microphone slider,
thousands of people will hear you make a mistake if you
say the wrong thing (a bit like speaking at a conference
really) – it’s a pretty strong incentive to get it right.

● Chris Smith, Medical and PhD student,
Division of Virology, Department of Pathology,
University of Cambridge.

‘ScienceWorld’ is written, produced and presented by
Chris Smith, Shibley Rahman and Catherine Hawkins,
sponsored by the BBSRC, and broadcast live on 107.9
(FM) The Eagle, (Cambridge) every Sunday evening from
6.00–7.00 pm.

ScienceWorld– 
From medicine to 
media

Tune in to
ScienceWorld
this Sunday from
6.00–7.00 pm for a
look at this week’s
discoveries,
breakthroughs and
inventions from the
realms of science
and technology,
some top tunes and
a chance to win a
meal for two at
Garfunkels
Resaurant.

With Chris Smith,
Shibley Rahman
and Catherine
Hawkins

Don’t You Dare
Miss it !

TOP RIGHT:
The ScienceWorld team prepare 
for a show. From left to right:
Catherine Hawkins, Guest, Shibley
Rahman and Chris Smith.

BELOW:
Chris Smith in the ‘The Eagle’
studio in Cambridge.
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